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Apparently few world champions can teach

others how to do it. In fact, Tiger Woods still
receives golf instruction. Meanwhile, Lance Arm-
strong doesn’t teach bike riding, Michael Schu-
macher doesn’t teach driving, and for dang sure
Mike Tyson doesn’t teach boxing or anything else.

However, Rob Leatham teaches shooting.
Barely returned from Ecuador and his fifth

world IPSC title, “The Great One” was back at
work, teaching what he knows. He travels almost
half the year, competing and instructing, which
leaves him little down time. In fact, he’s so much
in demand that he’s flown from Arizona to Florida
and back to teach a three-hour seminar.  

Which is why I jumped at the chance to
occupy a spot in one of Rob’s rare civilian class-
es. He teaches only about six competition cours-
es a year, mostly in half-day sessions. The Octo-
ber event at Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club in
Mesa, Arizona, consisted of two full days of
instruction with a local match to follow. It was
Disneyland for shooters: 650 rounds per day
plus about 150 for the match.

From the outset, Rob dispels any unrealistic
expectations. “I can’t teach you to shoot better,” he
says in the first few minutes of the class. “What I
can do is observe and suggest changes that you
might want to consider.”

That’s a bit of an understatement. Anyone who
was interested enough to enroll in the class (one
student drove 11 hours to attend) was certainly
willing to “consider” Rob’s advice. 

Time and again, Rob worked one-on-one with
each of the eight students, sometimes fine-tuning
a point, other times suggesting a complete
departure from what the shooter previously
knew. Most of the class was composed of
accomplished shooters who wanted to reinforce
their skills, including a police officer who has
shot two people in the line of duty.

Meanwhile, Kippi Leatham demonstrated why
she’s been ranked nationally among women for
so long. A casual “Nice shooting, honey,” from
her husband actually means all A-zone hits in
minimum time.

“Smart-alec kid” means that son Tommy has
learned a whole lot about holding and squeez-
ing, rapidly.

Not So Fast
It may surprise some people, but shooting fast

is not a subject in Leatham classes. Hitting fast
is, however, of considerable interest. Rob notes
that anyone can shoot fast. But finding the opti-
mum balance between speed and accuracy is
what action pistol is all about, and the fact that a
hefty 44-year-old just won his fifth world cham-
pionship is an attention-getter among those 10 to
20 years younger.

“Most fast misses go high,” Rob notes, mainly
because of the rearward impulse of the pistol’s
slide. The shooter’s desire to reduce his split times
often can over-ride his ability to control the gun
and stroke the trigger, and Rob uses hands-on
instruction to improve performance. His ability to
feel another person’s trigger release is uncanny –
he validated my letoff by placing his finger on
mine and feeling me fire seven rounds. 

Obviously you learn a little something when
you shoot 60,000 rounds a year for two or three
decades.  

Rob also places some emphasis on one-hand-
ed shooting. We fired several exercises with
strong and support hand only, mindful of his
assertion that one-handed pistol shooting is not
as difficult as it’s sometimes made out. “You put
your sights in the middle of the target and pull
the trigger straight back.” He stresses that whether
the shooting arm is locked or flexed depends
entirely upon the individual. Experiment until
you find what works best for you.
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